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LECTURE 1: THE ROLE OF GRAMMATICAL NODEhI IN MACHINE TRANSLATION

Linguistics, as every other empirical science, is a complex mixture

of theory and observation. The precise nature of this mixture is still not

too well understood, and in this respect the difference between linguistics

and, say, physics is probably at most one of degree. This lack of methodo-

logical insight has often led to futile disputes between linguists and other

scientists dealing with language, such as psychologists, logicians, or

ScOoinnication theoreticians, as well as among linguists themselves.

Recently, however, considerable progress has been made in the under-

standing of the function of theory in linguistics, as a result of which

theoretical linAuistics has come into full-fledged existence. Interestingly

enough, the present customary name for this new subdiscipline is rather

mathematical linAuistics. This is slightly unfortunate: though the

adjective 'mathematical' is quite all right if 'mathematical' is under-

stood in the sense of 'theory of formal systems', which is indeed one of

its many legitimate senses, it is misleading inasmuch as it is still

associated, at least among the non-specialists, including the bulk of the

linguists themselves, with numbers and quantitative treatment. That

subdiscipline of linguistics, however, which deals with numbers and

statistics should better be called statistical linituistics and rather

carefully be kept apart from mathematical linguistics qua theoretical ling-

uistics. Should one prefer to regard 'mathematical linguistics' as a term

for a genus of which statistical linguistics is a species, then the other

species should perhaps be named alnbraic linguistics.

After this terminological aside which. I think, was not superfluous,
let us briefly sketch the background and development of algebraic lingui-

sties. In the hands of such authors as Harris [1) and Hockett [2] in the

United States, jlelmslev [3) and Uldall [4) in Europe, structural lingui-

sties became more and more conscious of the chasm between theory and

observation, and linguistic theory deliberately got an algebraic look. At

the same time, Carnap [51 and the Polish logicians, especially Ajdukiewicz

[61, developed the logical syntax of language which was, however, too much
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preoccupied with rules of deduction, and too little with rules of formation,

to exert a great influence on current linguistics. Finally, Post [7]

succeeded in formally assimilating rules of formation to rules of deduction,

thereby paving the way of the application of the recently developed powerful

theory of recursive functions, a branch of mathematical logic, to all

ordinary languages viewed as combinatorial systems [8], while Curry [9]

became more and more aware of the implications of combinatorial logic to

theoretical linguistics. It is, though, perhaps not too surprising that the

ideas of Post and Curry should be no better known to professional linguists

than those of Carnap and Ajdukiewics.

It seems that a major change in the peaceful but uninspiring co-

existence of structural linguists and syntax-oriented logicians came along

when the idea of mechanzin, the determination of syntactic structure began

to take hold of the imagination of various authors. Though this idea was

originally but a natural outcome of the professional preoccupation of a

handful of linguists and logicians, it made an almost sensational break-

through in the early fifties when it became connected with, and a corner-

stone of, automatic translation between natural languages. At one stroke,

structural linauistics had become useful. Just as mathematical logic,

regarded for years as the most abstract and abstruse scientific discipline,

became overnight an essential tool for the designer and programmer of

electronic digital computers, so structural linguistics, regarded for yeaom

as the most abstract and speculative branch of linguistics, is now c6n-

sidered by many a must for the designer of automatic translation routines.

The impact of this development was at times revolutionary and dramatic. In

Soviet Russia, for instance, structural linguistics had, before 1954,

unfailingly been condemned as idealistic, bourgeois and formalistic. However,

when the Russian government awakened from its dopatic slumber to the tue

of the Georgetown University demonstration of machine translation in January

1954, structural linguistics became within a few weeks a discipline of high

prestige and priority. And just as mathematical logic has its special



offspring to deal with digital computers, i.e., the theory of autcmata, so

structural linguistics has its special offspring to deal with mechanical

structure determination, i.e., algebraic linguistica, also called, when

this application is particularly stressed, computational linauistics or

mochano-linauistics. As a final surprise, it has recently turned out that

these two disciplines, automata theory and algebraic linguistics, exhibit

extremely close relationships which at times amount to practical identity.

To complete this historical sketch: around 1954, Chomaky, influenced

by, and in constant exchange of ideas with Harris, started his investi-

gations into a new typology of linguistic structures. In a series of pub-

lications, of which the booklet Syntactic Structures [10) is the best

known, but also the least technical, he defined and constantly refined

a complex hierarchy of such structures, meant to serve as models for

natural languages with varying degrees of adequacy. Though models for

the treatment of linguistic structures were also developed by many other

authors, Chomaky'e publications exhibited a degree of rigor and testability

which was unheard of before that in the linguistic literature and therefore

quickly became for many a standard of comparison for other contributions.

I shall now turn to a presentation of the work of the Jerusalem group

in linguistic model theory before I continue with the description and

evaluation of some other contributions to this field.

In 1937, while working on a master's thesis on the logical antinomies,

I ca= across Ajdukiewicz's work [6). Fourteen years later, having become

acquainted in the meantime with structural linguistics, and especially with

the work of Harris [1], and instigated by my work at that time on machine

translation, I realized the importance of Ajdukiewiot's approach for the

mechanization of the determination of syntactic structure, and published

an adaptation of Ajdukiewicz's ideas [11).

The basic heuristic concept behind the type of grammar proposed in this

paper , and later further developed by Lambek [12, 13, 14], myself [151 and
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others, is the following: the grammar was meant to be a

(identification or operational) A , i.e., a device by which the

syntactic structure, and in particular the sentencehood, of a given sitring

of elements of a given language could be determined. This detez-inat:Lon had to

be formal, i.e., dependent exclusively on the shape and order of the elements,

and preferably effective, i.e., leading after a finite number of ste-ps to the

decision as to the structure, or structures, of the given string. This aim was

to be achieved by assuming that each of the finitely many elements of the

given natural language had finitely many syntactic functions, by developing a

suitable notation for these syntactical functions (or categories, as we became

used to calling them, in the tradition of Aristotle, Husserl, and Lesniewski),

and by designing an algorithm operating on this notation.

More specifically, the assumption was investigated that natural languages

have what is known to linguists as a contimum iymediate-wconAtituent structura

i.e., that every sentence can be parsed, according to finitely many rules, into

two or more contiguous constituents, either of which is already a final cons-

tituent or else is itself parsible into two or more immediate constituents,

etc. This parsing was not supposed to be necessarily unique. Syntactically

ambiguous sentences allowed for two or more different parsings. Nzamples should

not be mecessary here.

The variation introduced by Ajdukiewicz into this conception of linruistio

structure, well known in a crude form already to elementary school students,

was to regard the combination of constituents into constitutes (or .taamat)
not a concatenation inter Psres but rather as the result of the operation of

one of the constituents (the governor, in some terminologies) upon the others

(the Aoverned or depndent units). The specific form which the approach took

with Ajdukievicz was to assign to each word 'or other appropriate element) of

a given natural language a finite number of fwidamental and/or onerator

categories and to employ an extremely simple set of rules operating upon

these categories, so-called "cancellatiorf rules.



Just for the sake of illustration, lt me give here the definition of

bidirectional categorial graafmr, in a slight variation of the one presented

in a recent publication of our group [16?. We define it as an ordered quintuple

< V,C,E,R,1L :0 , where V is a finite set of elements (the vocabulsr-Y C is

the closure of a finite set of fundamental categories, say TI, ... ,Yn, under

the operations of right and left diagonalization (i.e., whenever a and P are

categories, rs%'p] and [a\ 0) are categories), E is a distinguished category

of C (the category of sentenceg), R is the set of the two cancellation rules

[q 91',01-0(P.w Ti"- j ] -9 q 1 ', and &J is a function from V to
finite sets of C (the anssioaent function).

We say that a category sequence a directly cancels to P, i P results

from a by one application of one of the cancellation rules, and that a cancels

to 0, if 0 results from a by finitely may applications of these rules (more

exactly, if there exist category sequences 61' 1 " 2' ***" n such that

aD= 1,-' and )'directly cancels to 'i+l for i-l, ... , n-i).

A string xiA1 . . . Ak over V is defined to be a sentence if, and only

if, at least one of the category sequences assigned to x by Q- cancels to £.

The set of all sentences is then the languan determined (or represented) by

the gAiven catexorial Againr. A language representable by such a grammar is a

cateaorial lanAuate.

In addition to bidirectional categorial grammars, we also dealt with

unidirectional categorial &Mr rs, employing either right or left diagonali-

zation only for the formation of categories, and more specifically with what

we called restricted caterorial Rarmmars. whose set of categories consists only

of the (finitely many) fundamental categories Ti, and the operator categories

[T\i T ] and [1i\ [T\ Irk]] (or, alternatively, and [Yi/[Yf]J.

One of the results obtained by Qaifman in 1959 was that lam a

determinable by- a bidirectional cateoArial aramar can also be determined by a

unidirectienal grarmar and even by a restricted catetorial raramar.

A heuristically (though not essentially) different approach to the
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formalisation of immediate - constituent gramsars was taken by Chomsky,

within the framework of his general typology. He looked upon a gramar as a

device, or a system of rules, for generating (or recursivelv emnmeratin) the

class of all sentences. In particular, a context-free phrase structure

g e, a CF gramemar for short, may be defined, again in slight variation

from Choasky'e original definition, as an ordered quadruple < V, T, 5, P >,

where V is the (total) vocabular, T (the temoinal vocabulary) is a subset

of V, S (the l symbol) is a distinguished element of Y-T (the juJJr

vocabulary), and P is a finite set of production rules of the form X -# x,

where X LV - T and x is a string over V.

We say that a string x directly generates y, if y results from x

by one application of one of the production rules, and that x generates y,

if y results from x by finitely many applications of these rules (more

exactly, if there exist sequences of strings sl, 52, ... , an such that

r" 1 9 Yin and si directly generates *i+l, for i-l, ... , n-l).

A string over T is defined to be a sentenc if it is generated by S.

The sot of all sentences is the lanauao determined (or represented) kz.the
given CF aramar.

Ny conjecture that the clauses of CF languages and bidirectional oate-

gorial languages are identical - in other words, that for each CF language

there exists a weakly •'•ivalont bidirectional categorial languge axd vice
versa - was proved in 1959 by Gaifman [16], by a metbod that is too qomplex

to be described here. He proved, as a matter of fact, slightly more, namely

that for each CF gramar there exists a weakly equivalent restricted cate-

gorial grams.r and vice versa. The equivalent representation can in all oases

be effectively obtained from the original representation.

This equivalence proof was preceded by another in which it was shown that

the notion of a finite state grammar, S grammar for short, occupying the

lowest position in Chomsky's hierarchy of generation grammars, was equivalent

to that of a finite automaton, in the sense of Robin and Scott [17), which can
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be viewed as another kind of recognition grammar. The proof itself was rather

straightforward and almost trivial, relying mainly on the equivalence of

deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata, shown by Rabin and Scott.

It has been adequately described in a recently published paper [18].

Chomaky had already shown that the FS languages formed a proper subclass

of the CF languages. We have recently been able to prove [19) that the problem

whether a CF language is also representable by a 1 grammar - a problem which

has considerable linguistic importance - is recursively unsolvable. The method

used was reduction to Post's correspondence problem, a famouf problem _n

mathematical logic which was shown by Post (20] to be recursively unsolvable.

Among other results recently obtained, let me only mention the following:

whereas 7S languages are, in view of the equivalence of 75 gramrs to finite

automata and well-known results of [leene (21] and others, closed under various

Boolean and other operations, CY lanmames whose vocabulary contains at least

two symbols are not closed under oomnlementation and intersection, though closed

under various other operations. The union of two CF languages is asain a CF

l , and a representation can be effectively constructed from the given

representation. The intersection of a CF and a FS lanuace is a CF

Undecidable are such nroblems as the eauivalence nroblem between two CF

rawmars, the inclusion oroblea of lanausas rresented by CF A rmr. the

Droblem of dibjointedness of such lanAuages, etc. In this connection, i

relationships have been shown to exist between CF amnsmrs and two-tape finite

autoata, -.q defined and treated by, Rabin and Scott, for which the disjointed-

ness problem )f the sets of aoceptable tape* is similarly unmolvable.

A particular proper subset of the CF languages, apparently of greater

importance for the treaaowt of programming languages, such as ALGOL, than for

natural languages, is the aet of so-called sequential languages, studied in

particular by Ginsburg L22, 23] and Shamir (24]. I have no time for more than

just this remark.
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In a somewhat different approach, closely related to the classical

notions of goverment and m mat, the notions of dependency Xm re

and ]2:61ective grammars have been developed by Hays [25), Lecert [26), and

others, inoluding some Russian authors, utilizing ideas most fully presented

in Tesniare's posthumous book [27), and are thought to be of particular

importance for. mchine translation. However, it has not been too difficult

to guess, and has indeed been rigorously proven by Gaifnan [28], that these

grammars, which are being discussed in other lectures presented in this

Institute, are equivalent to C? grammars in a certain sense, which is some-
what stronger than the one used above, but that this is not necessarily so

with regard to what might be called natural strong eguivalence. More precisely,

whereas for every dependency gramar there exists, and can be effectively

constructed, a C grammar naturally and strongly equivalent to it, this is not

necessarily the case in the opposite direction, not if the CF gramer is of

infinite degree. Let me add that the dependency grammrs are very closely

related to a type of categorial gramrs which I discussed in earlier pub-

lications [11) but later on replaced by gramars of a seemingly simpler

structure. In the original categorial gramars, I did consider categories of

the form P ... 0201 \a/ ti 2 *...f, with a, Pi., and rbeing either

fundamental or operator categories themselves, with a corresponding cancellation

rule. It should be rather obvious how to transfers a dependency gramar into

a categorial gramar of this particular type. These grammars are eq*valent to

grammrs in which all categories have the fore P \ %/r where a, P, and

F are fundamental categories and where 0 and r my be empty (in which ON*

the corresponding diagonal will be omitted, too, from the symbol). Finany, in

view of Gaifuan's theorem mentioned above, these grasmars in their turn are

equivalent to gramiars all of whose categories are of the form O/r (or
rP W, with the same conditions. I think that these remarks (strongly

connected with considerations of combinatory logic [9)) should definitely

settle the question of the exact formal status of the dependency grammrs and

their like. One side result is that dependency grammars are weakly reducible
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to binary dependenoy armmrs, i.e., grammars in which each unit governs

at most two other units. This result, I presume, is not particularly sur-

prising, especially if we remember that the equivalence proven will in general

not be a natural one.

Still another class of grammars, sometimes [291 called Push-down store

gAmn-re and originating, though not in a very precise form, with Yngve [3O,
has recently been siown by Chomaky to be once more equivalent to C?

grammars, again to nobody's particular surprise. Since push-down stores are

regarded by many workers in the fields of XT and programming languages as

particularly useful de'ices for the mechanical determination of syntactic

structure of sentences belonging to natural and programming languages, respec-

tively, this result should be helpful in clarifying the exact scope of those

schemes of syntactic analysis which are based on these devices.

Of theoretically greater importance is the fact that push-down store

grammars form a proper sub-set of linear bounded automata, one of the many

classes of automata lying between Turing machines and finite automata which

have recently been investigated by many authors, due to the fact that Turing

machines are too idealized to be of much direct applicability, whereas finite

automata are too restricted for this purpose.

The investigation of these automata, initiated by Ryhill [321, is, however,

still in its infancy, similar to that of many other classes of automata reported

by McNaughton in his excellent review [331. Still more in the dark is the ling-

uistic relevance of all these models though. judging from admittedly limited

experience, almost every single one of them will sooner or later be shown to

have such relevance.

To wind up this discussion, let me only mention that during the last few

years various classes of grammars whose potency is intermediate between FIS and

C? grammars have been investigated. These intermediate grammars will probably

turn out to be of greater importance for the study of grmmars of progaming

and other artificial formalized languages than for natural languages. In
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addition to the sequential 6•ar8 Nntionod before, let ee now mention the

linear and wtallnear ,,,• studied by ChoMky.

It •ght be useful to present, at this sta6•, a picture of the various

•Tammars discussed in the present lecture, topthor with the two inportant

classes of tran•fore•ttonal and context-sensitive phrase struoture 6•mare

(which I could not discuss, for laok of ti• in the form of a directed •naph

based on the (partial) ordering relation Detemino-a-more-ertensive-clase-of-

•es-than (the starred lines indlcatlng that the exact relationship has

no.t yet been fully determined):

//T•.. mchines

.,-I tj S" •

transformatio 1 "•a•ars

•talinur /a•nar8 • 6Tauna•, oatqorial

linoar " Is'=•s'• •)

finite-stata •ra•rs (finite automata)
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The last two questions I would now like to discuss are the following:

(1) In view of the fact that so many models of linguistic structure have

turned out to be (weekly) equivalent, how do they compare from the point of

view of pedagogy and NT-directed application? (2) What is the degree of

adequacy with which natural languages can be described by CF grmmars and

their equivalents?

As to the first question, I am afraid that not much can be said at this

stage. I am not aware of any experiments made as yet to determine the peda-

gogical status of the various equivalent gramars. Some prograatic state-

ments have been made on occasion, but I would not want to attribute much

weight to them. I myself, for instance, have a feeling that the governor-

dependent terminology of the dependencyand projective grammars has an un-

fortunate, and intrinsically of course unwarranted, side-effect of streng-

thening dogmatic approaches to the decision of what governs what. The

operator-operand terminology of the categorial grammars seems to be emotio-

nally loes loaded, but again, these are surely minor issues. Altogether, I

would advocate the performance of pedagogical experiments in which the same

miniature language would be taught with the help of various equivalent grmars.

I do not foresee any particular complications for such projects.

Turning now to the second question which has been much discussed during

the last few years, often with great fervor, the situation should be reasonably

clear. FS gramars are definitely inadequate for describing any natural language,

unless this last term is mutilated, for what must be regarded as arbitrary and

ad hoc reasons. I am sorry that Tngve's otherwise extremely useful recent

contributions did becloud this issue. As to CF grammars, the situatiqn is more

complex and more interesting. It is almost, but not quite, certain that such

grammers, too, are inadequate in principle, for reasons which I shall not repeat

here, since they have been stated many times in the recent literature and been

authoritatively restated by Chomaky [28]. But of even greated importance,

particularly for applications, such as XT, is the fact that such grammars seemp definitely to be inadequate in practice, in the sense that the number and
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oouplextiy of grammatical rules of this type, in order to achieve a tolerable,

if not perfect, degree of adequacy, will have to be so irmnse as to defeat

the practical purpose of establishing these rules. Transformational grammars

seem to have a much better chance of being both adequate and practical, though

this point is still far from being settled. In view of this fact, which does

not appear to have been seriously challenged by most workern on NT, it is

surprising to see-that most, if not all, current programs of automatic syn-

tactic analysis are based on impractical gramars. In some groups, where the

impracticability and/or inadequacy has received serious attention, attempts

are being made at present to classify the Orecalcitrantm phenomena and to find

ad hoc remedies for them. You will not be surprised if I say that I take a

rather din view of these attempts. But this already leads to issues which I

intend to discuss in subsequent lectures.



SWCORD LBCTUEs SMIIACTIC COMPLEXITY

BIxtremely little in known about syntactic complexity, though this

notion has cone up in qW discussions of style, roadability, amrn, more

recently, of mechanimation of syntactic analysis. Its explication has

been universally regarded - a matter of great difficulty, this probably

being the reason why it has also been, to my knowledge, universally

shunned. When such authorm as Flech [34] developed their roadability

measures, they could not help facing the problem but, unable to cops

with it, replaced syntactic complexity in their formulas by length,

whose measure poses incomparably fewer problems, while still standing

in sow high statistical correlation with the elusive syntactic com-

plexity.

Very often one hears, or roads, of an author, a professional group,

of even a whole linguistic comunity being accused of expressing them-

selves with greater syntactic complexity than necessary. Such slogans

as M"hat can be said at all, can be said simply and clearly in sM

civilised language, or in a suitable system of symbols.', formulated

by the British philosopher C. D. Broad in elaboration of a well-known

dictum by Vittgenstein, were used by philosophers of certain sokhso to

criticise philosophers of other schools, and have gained particular

respectability in this context. On a less exalted level, most people

interested in information processing and, in particular, in the con-

demoation of information, preferably by eachw, sees to be convinced

that most, if not all, of what is ordinarily said could be said not only

in syntactically jjM&U sentences but in syntactically jlnnp sentences,

the analysis of which would be a pleasure for a machine. Often,

informationloseless trmasfomation into syntactioally simple sentences

is. regarded as a helpful, perhaps even neoessar step prior to further

processing. In the context of machine transation, Harris, e.g., none

expressed the hunch that mechanical translation of kernel sentences,

which would pranmably rank lowest on any scale of syntactic complexity,

should be a simpler affair than translation of any old sentences.
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It is my conviction that the topic of syntactic complexity in,

beyond certain very narrow limits of a vaguely felt concensus, ridden

with bias, prejudice and fallacies to such a degree as to make almost

everything that has been said on it completely worthless. In particular,

I think that the 'Vittgensteinian" slogan mentioned above is misleading

in the extreme. I tend to believe that its attractiveness is due to

its being understood not as a statement of fact but rather am a kind of

general and vague advice to say whatever one wants to say as simply and

clearly "as possible,' something to which one could hardly object,

though, as we shall see, even in/this interpretation it is not unequi-

vocally good advice, when simplicity in understood as syntactic sin-

plicity, since the price to be paid for reduing yntactic complexity,

even when it is *possible," may well turn out to be too high.

So far, I have been using *syntactic complexity" in its pro-

theoretical and unanalysed vague sense. It is time to become more

systematic.

One should not be surprised that the explication of syntactic

complexity to which we shall presently turn will reveal that the pro-

theoretical term is highly equivocal, though one might well be surprised

to learn IM equivocal it is.

When I said in the opening phrase that 'extremely little is kwn

about syntactic complexity,* I intenAed the modifier 'extremely little'

to be understood literally and not as a polite version of 'nothing.'

Such terms as mnesting,' 'discontinuous oonstituents,' "self-embedin

and "syntactic depth" are being used in increasing frequency by linguists

in general and - perhaps unfortunately so - by applied linguists in par-

ticular, especially when progamiang for machine analysis is discussed.

But not until very recently have these notions been provided with a

reasonably rigid formal definition which alone makes possible their

responsible discussion. The most reoent and most elaborate discussion

that has come to my attention is that by Chomsky and Killer (35]. They

discuss there various explicata for 'syntactic complexity," with



varying degrees of tentativeness as befits sunh a first attempt, and

I shall make much use of this treatment in 'what follows.

Let me first disoazd one notion which, as already mentioned, has a

eortain ia fJaJj appeal to serve as a possible explicatus for syn-

tactic complexity, namely Jonlh, measured, say, by the uamber of

words in the sentenoe (or in whatever other construction is under inves-

tigation). Though, at said beforet, it Is obvious that there should

exist a fairly high statistical correlation between syntactic complexity

and length, it should be equally obvious that length is entirely in-

adequate to serve as an explicatun for eyntactic oomplexity. Take as

many sentenoces as you wish of the form ... Is -0 (subh as *John is

huf.e", "Paul is thirsty.0, etc.) whose intuitive degree of syn-

tactic complexity is close, if not equal, to the lowest one possible,

join them by repeated occurrences of wand'. (a procedure resulting in

something like "John is hung and Paul is thirsty and Mary is sleepy

and...0), and you will got sentences of an length you wish whose

intuitive degree of syntactic complexity should still be close to the

minimum. True enough, a sentence of this form, containing 50

clauses of the type mentioned, always with different proper names

in the first position and different adjectives in the third position

would be difficult to remember exactly. Therefore such a sentence will

be *complex," in one of the many senses of this word, but surely not

syntactically so. So normal hglish-speaking person will have the

slightest difficul ty in telling the exact syntactic fore, up to a

parumeter, of the resulting sentence, and there will be no increase

in this difficulty even if the umber of clauses will be 100, 1000,

or any umber you wish. In one very important sense of "understanding,"

the increased length of sentences of this type will al increase the

diffcotilty of understanding them. And the sense in question is, ofj courne, precisely that of grasping the syntactic structure.

The next remark, prior to presenting some of the more interesting
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expl•cata, refers to a fact which I went ver7 much to call to your careful

attention. I hope it will not be as surprising to you as .t was to me,

the first time I nit upon it. for a time, I thought that the only

r4lativir.ation noeded for explicatim syntactic conp.lzity would be the

trmvial on0 to a given language. (Logicians, and some linguists, know

p.entfy of exampies where the OsaoW sentence my belong to entirely dif-

rerent langwages; in that case, nobody would be surprised to iearn that

it also has - or rather that tney also have - different degrees of syn-

tactic complexity, reiative to their respective languages.) dhat did

shock me, however, though only for a moment until I realized that it

could not be otherwise, was that degree of complexity must also be ex-

plicated Ain being relative to a gramnmr, that the same sentence of the

same language may have one degree of complatity when analysed from the

point of view of one grammr and a different one when analyzed from the

point of view of naother grammar, and that, of two different sentences,

one may have a higuer degree of complexit than the other relative to

one gr-mmar, but a lower degree relative to another rammar.

This doubtless being the case, may I be allowed a certain amount

of speculation for a minute? It is a simple nod well-Inown fact that

the same sentence will sometimes be better understood by person A than

by B. though they have about the mse IQ, about the Same .background

knowiedp, and though they read or hear it with about equal attention,

as far *as one can ,ake out, Could it be that they are (subconsciously,

of course) ianly?.in this same sentence according to different grammars,

relati. e to which this sentence has different degrees of syntactic

compiexity'? ould it be that part of the improvement in understanding

obtained through training and familiarization in due to the trainee's

learnine to omploy another gremm.r (whose difference from the one he

wan accustomed to employ before might be only minimal, so that the

acquisition of this a.w graMar might not have been too difficult,

perlAp.",' ('noull it be thmt many. if not all, of us work with more

than one sira. lr MmuItaneously, switching from the one to the other
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when the employment of the one runs us into trouble, e*go. when aso-

cording to one grammar the degree of complexity of a given sentence

is greator than one can stand? Nore about this later. Attractive

an these speoulations are, lot me stress that at this moment I don't

know of any way of putting them to a direct empirical tost. But I

wish someone would think up such a way. Let me also add that he who

does not like this picture of different gramars for the sam language

lying peacefully side by side somewhere in our brain, may look upon

the situation as n system of gremmatical rules (the sot-theoretical

union of the In sets discussed so far) being stored in the brain,

and allowing the same sentence to be analysed and understood in two

different ways with two different degrees of complexity, with a control

element deciding which rules to apply in a given case and allowing the

switch to other rules when trouble strikes. That there are syntactically

ambiguous semtenoes has, of course, alwaya been well known, but I an

speaking at the moment about a particular kind of syntactic ambiguity,

one that has no semantio ambiguities in its ake, but where the difference

in the analysis still creates a difference in comprehensibility. At

this point it is probably worthwhile to present an extremely simple

example. The Anglish sentence, "John loves "K7.0, can be analysed

(and has been analysed) in two different Ma, each of which will be

expressed here in two different but equivalent notations which have

been simplified for our present purposes:
(SImjohn N) (*t(vtOes ( yrM )) (s(•ohn) (vtlO,-.) (Xp"))

John Joh bys ar
he•se analyses corrospd to the following two ,am "rs, 01 and 02:

t+w? 02 a -.4 N P+Vt+NM
1VP 3 Vt + AP -4 JOb, Mary

NP Joha, Nary Vt -4 love@
Vt -4 love
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or, if you prefer, they both correspond to the grsunar G0, which is the

met-theoretical union of G1 and G2' and consists therefore of just the

rules of G1 plus the firt rule of 02. (Both C1 and G2 are of course

CF- granrs; G 01 is binay, but 02, and therefore also 0G, is not.)

Though the difference in structure assigned to this sentence by the

two analyses is palpable, it in loss clear whether this difference implies

a difference in the intuitive degree of syntactic complexity, and if so,

aooording to whioh analysis the sentence is more complex. As a matter of

fact, good reasons can be given for both viewst in the first analysis,

more rules are applied but each rule has a particularly simple form; in

the second analysis fewer rules are applied, but one of then has a more

complicated form. This situation seem to indicate that we have more

than one explicandum before us, more than one action which, in the pro-

theoretical stage, is entitled to be called 'syntactic coaplexity.

There are still more "pects to the intuitive uses of *syntactic

conplexity,O but perhaps it is time to turn directly to the explicate

which, hopefully, will take care of at least some of these aspects.

To follow Chomsky once again [35] rather closely, we might introduce

the terme 'denth of nostecned symbols' and 0ndeton4-n-de ratio"

to denote the following two relevant measures: the first for Yngve's

well-kmown depth-asuaem, which, I trust, wilagain be explained in his

lectures at this Institute, the second for a new concept which has not

yet been discussed in the literature. Both measures refer to the tree

representing the sentence and are therefore applicable only to such

rammars which assign tree structure to each sntence generated by them.

If we assign, in the nvas fashion, muboer to the nodes and branches

(with the branches leading to the terminal symbols left out), we see that

the greatest number assigned to any of the nodes of the left tree is 1,

so that its depth of postponed symbols is also 1, whereas the corresponding

number for the second tree is 2. On the other hand, the total number of

nodes of the first tree is 5, the number of its terminal nodes is 3, so
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that its node/teiminal-no4e ratio is 5/3# whereas the corresponding umber. for
the second tree are 4. 3, and 4/3 respeotively.

I~i TuP 0I2) Vt(l) NW~o

hobh node mober (in parenthesee) -is equal to the sun of the umber assigned to

the branch leading to. this node and the umber of the node from which the branch

There are at least three mor* -notions that are entitled to be considered as

explicate. for other a"peat@ of syntactic complexity. The one that bas beem mest
studied Is the decree of nestinto The reason.s for the attention given to It are

that It has been mt for a long time that a high2i nested sentence causes dif--
fioulties in comprehension and, more recently, that it create@ troubles for se-

obanical syntactic analysise One rough explication of this notion (there are

others) might rnm as follow, ePla relative to tree g~raite The degree of
meeting of a labeled tree Is the larjest integer a, such that there emiats in

this tree a path through a41 nod"e Not si ... In # with the saw or different

label@, where eamh N (i*i) is an Inner node in the subtree rooted In Ni-i.
The same degree of nesting is also assigned to the terminal expression a

analysed by this tree.

A special case of nesting Is to whose importa&=e Chomeky

has called attention* In order to define the degree of self-vmbedding of a
labeled tree, onm has only to changs In the above definition of degree of nest-

Ing the phruse 'with the sme er different laboels by the phrase "each with the

same label.' (Other definitions are again possible,)

To preset one move sfok ehmpple, the following tree haa a degree of
nesting (equal, In this particular casse, to its degree of self-embedding) of 4.

(Its depth, incidentally, Is 7 and Its node/lerminal-node ratio Is 21/15 ./.
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Up Vt It 3r

vt

John wo Paunl whom hen Am Dick hates adorse petfer detests loves RM.
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Though this tree could have been derived from a grammar G4 differing

from 03 only by containing the additional rules

N1 -+NP + R& + HP + Vt
Ra -4 whom

there are very good reasons why sentences of the type

John whoa Ann hates loves Mary

and their ramifications should, in the framework of the whole Inglish

language, not be regarded as being produced by a CF- graur containing G 4

as a proper part, but rather by a transformational grammar built upon a

CF- grauar of INglish containing, in addition, a transfomational rule, which I

shall not specify here, allowing the derivation of

UP +Ra +NP3 + Vt +Vt + AP2

from

TP + Vt + HP2

and

3 + Vt + 1PI
(There is no need to stress that all this is only a very rough approximation

to the incomparably more refined treatment which a full-fledged trznsforma-

tional grammar of Unglish would require. The transformational rule, for

instance, should refer to the trees representing the strings under discus-

sion rather than to the strings themselves.) It is worthwhile noticing

that the node/termiaal-node ratio (7/5) of the resulting tree in maller

than the ratios (5/1) of the underlying trees.

The fifth aspect of syntactic complexity is, then, trasformational

history. I a,, of oourse, not using the term %easures now, because it

is very doubtful whether measures can be usefully assigned to this con-

oept. So far, no attempt in this direction has been made. I shall, there-

for, say no more about this notion here.

It is not particularly difficult to develop these five notions, and

maq more could be thought of. The decisive quamtalm am wofoldt What

are the exact formal properties of the various notionr and perhaps even
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more important, what is their ppychological reality, to use a term of Sapir'a?

In gneral, one would tend to require that if one sentence is syntaotioally

more oamplex than another, then, Audi M-AUM, it should, perhaps only

on the average, create more difficulties in its comprehension. What can

we say on this point?

Well, very little, and nothing so far under controlled experimental

conditions. Highly nested constructions just don't occur at all in normal

speech and very rarely in writing, with the notable exception of logical

or mathematical formulas. Their syntactic structure can be grasped only by

using extraordinary means such as going over them more than once and using

special markes for pairing off expressions that belong together but between

which other expressions have been nested. As formula such as

is certainly not a very complex one among the formulae of the propositional

calculus, as they go, but testing its well-formednes would either require

some artificial aids, such as the use of a pencil for marking off paired

bracket., or the acquisition of a special algorithm based upon a particular

counting procedure, or else just an extraordinary (and unanalysed) effort

and concentration. It is doubtful whether any effort, without external

aids, would suffice to determine that the 'literal* nglish rendition of

the formula as

If if p then if q then if if r then if a then t then u then v

is well-formed, when one listens to such a sentence without prior warning.

It is interesting that in order to explain our difficulties in either

uttering or graeping the structure of such sentences we need anneme nothing

more than that we are finite automata with a finite maber of internA

states. For Chonsky (36], in effect, has shown that when the amber of

these states is some number n, then, relative to a given gramma 0, there

exists a number a (depending on n ) such that this dsvioe will not be able

to correctly analyse the syntactic structure of all sentences whose degree of

nesting is greater than or equal to a. (As a matter of fact, Chomsky

shoved this for degree of self-embedding rather than for nesting, but the
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On the incomparably stronger assumption that natural languages (such

as Etglish) can be adequately determined by tree gramsrs, that human

speakers of such a language have at least ow such tree grmar stored in

their permanent memory, that they utter the sentences of these languages

by going through (one of) their tree(s) 'from top to bottom and fta left

to right,' that all storage required for this process is done in an im-

mediate memory of the push-down store form containing, say, n cells, we

arrive at the conclusion that only sentences whose depth of postponed symbols

is no higher than n can be uttered by such speakers.

Now, though Yngve continues to believe that there exists good evidence

for the soundness of these assumptions, Chomaky has on various occasions [37,381

expressed his doubts as to this evaluation of the evidence. He believes

that most of the positive evidence invoked by Yngve can already be explained

on the basis of the weaker assumption mentioned above, whereas he mentions

the existence of other evidence which tends to refute Yngve's stronger

assumptions though not his own weak one. I have no time to go further into

this controversy. Lot me only state that Chomkys' arguments seem to me to

be the more conclusive ones. Thii, of course, by no means diminishes the -

credit due to Yngve for having been the first to have raised certain types

of questions that were never asked before, and to have ventured to provide

for them interesting answers, though they may well turn out to be the

wrong one.

It is time now to say at least a few words on the wVittgensteinimn

Thesis." In one sense, this thesis is of course perfectly trues After

all, all of us do manage to say most of what we have to say in sentences of

a low dogreo of nesting and, if really necessary, could rephrase even those

things for the expression of which we do use highly nested strings, such as

occur in many mathematical formulas, in syntactically loes complex ways,

which will be presently investigated. But in this sense, the thesis is no

more than a rather uninteresting truism. What Vittgonstsin, Broad and the

innumerably many other people who invoked this slogan doubtless had in mind
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was that most, if not all, of the things that are expressed (usually, by such

and such an author, by such and such a cultural group, eto.) by sentences with

high syntactic complexity could have been expressed with sentences of lower

syntactic complexity, without any comnensation. In this interesting inter-

pretation, Vittgenstein's Thesis seems to me wrong, almost demonstrably so.

I would, on the contrary, want to express and justify, it not really demon-

strate, the following "Anti-Vitteansteinian ThesioW: For most laa•uaes. and

for all interesting (suffieently rich) onus. there are thiMn worth saving

which cannot be exnressed in sentences with a low dearse of swatactio cam-

plexitv. without a loss beins incurred in other oomunicationally inMnrtant

resmate.

Thogh a fuller justification will have to be postponed for another

occasion, let me make here the following remarks. Consider one of the

simplest aalauli even invented by logicians, the se-called i

mronositiMnna calculus [39, p. 140). Ve are here interested only in its

rules of formation but not in its axioms or theorems.

The rules of formation of one of the many formulations of this calculus

are as followns Its primitive symbols are the three improper symbols

and the infinitely many proper symbols

Its rules of formation are just the following twoo

71. Bach proper symbol is well-forued (wf).

12. Vhenever a and a are wf, so is [a••P•

(with the understanding that nothing is wf unless it in so by virtue of

Fl and F2). There exists no, bed to -the degree of oeet$mg of the uf

formulas of this calculus, as in obvious from the series of wf formulas

pis [plls p21 rp [P2" P3)]4l' "°[",.: [l3 , "

It is le obvious, but can at any rate be rigorously proved,6 that for none

of these formulas does there exist in the calculus another formula which in

logically equivalent to it but has a lesser iegree of nesting. (The term

"logically equivalent" needs explanation in our context, but I shall never-
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thelos. not provide it. For logicians the required explanation would be

rather obvious, for non-loglcians it would take too much time..) Vittgen-

stein's Thesis does not hold in this calculus.

Consider now the (logically utterly u•interesting) C

urorositi6n=l calculus whose rules of formation are analogous to those of

the implicational oalculus, except that 's' is to be replaced by 'A'

in both the list of improper symbols and 72. Here, too, it can be shown,

by a somewhat more complicated argument, that for each n there exist

wf formulas whose degree of nesting is higher than n such that they ane

not logically equivalent to any wf formula with a lesser degree of nesting.

But there exists the following interesting difference between the two

calculi: The conjunctional calculus, as presented here, looks unduly oom-

plex. Since conjunction is *asociative,* i.e., since [p•A [p24 p ]] and

C [( A p21- p3] are equivalent, the brackets fulfill no smntically important

function within the calculus and could as well have been omitted from the

list of improper symbols, with a corresponding simplification in rule 72.

In this version, all wf formulas would have had a degree of nesting O,

as can easily be verified! True enough, all formulas with at least two

conjunction signs would have become syntactically ambiguous, but, in this

particular calculus, syntactic ambigui~y would not have entailed semantic

ambiguity. Syntactic simplification could have been achieved, and in the

most extreme fashion, without any semantic loss whateoevert

This is by no meanx the case for the implicational calculus. Impli-

cation is not associative, so that the syntactic ambiguity introduced by

omission of brackets would have entailed semantic ambiguity, a prioe no

logician could possibly be 9Wey to pay in this oonneoion, though again

all resulting formulas would have got a degree ofneetednesa 0.

(As for conjunctional calculus, as soon as it Is combined with

some other calculus, say the di•junctional calculus, omission of brackets

would again entail semantic abiguity, since, says [? 2V p3J] an

[tCp 1" P2] V p3) are not equivalent.)
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For those of you who have heard of the so-called Polish bracket-free

notation, lot me add the following remark. One might have thought that the

nesting (which in this particular case in also self-emb.dding) in due to

the use of brackets for sooping purposes, in accordanoe with standard mathe-

matical usage, since it seems that the brackets "ause* the branching. to

be Oinnerm ones, and might therefore have cherished the hope that a bracket-

free notation would eliminate, or at least reduce, nesting. But this hope is

illusory. Inner branching, thrown out through the front door, would re-

enter through the back door. With 'C' as the only improper sambol and F2

changed to: Vhonever a and P are wf, so is Cal, expansion of a

(though not of P) causes inner branching. Notice further that in Polish

notation calculi you cannot introduce syntactic ambiguity, harmless or harm-

ful, even if you want to, by omitting symbols, since there are no special

sooping symbols to omit.

As far as natural languages ar concerned, the situation is much more

confused. In speech, it seems that we can express distinctions of scope

up to a degree of nesting of 3, anything beyond that becoming blurred, whereas

in writing things are still wore#, punctuation marks' not being consistently

used for scoping purposes and anyhow not being adequate for this task, with

the result that syntactic ambiguities abound, which may or may not be reduced

through context or background knowledge. Sometimes, when the resulting

semantic ambiguity becomes intolerable, extraordinary measures are taken,

euch an using scoping symbols like parentheses in ways ordinarily reserved

for mathematical formulas only, indentation at various depths, ad hoc

abbrovaitiona, etc.

Natural languages have many so-to-speak built-in devices for syntactic

simplification. These devices, and their effectiveness, are badly in need

of further study, after the extremely interoesting beginnins by Yngvo [30].

Certain Osimplifications," beloved by editors wio a" out to split up

involved sentences, may well turn out to be spurious and pdrhaps even down-
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right harmful, in spite of appearsnoes. An editor who rewuites an author's

"Since p and q and r, therefore a.* (where you have to Imagine the letters

p, q, r, and a replaced by sentences which on occasion will themselves have

considerable syntactic complexity) by Op. q, r. Therefore a.* is probably
under the illusion that he has simplified something and therefore Improved

something. low, he baa doubtless "eplaced one long ineatepo with a degre of

syntactic complexity of , sqy, & by four shorter sentemces, each with a do-

gres of syntactic complexity of at most &:L. and Wa eme used three words

lop for this purpose. But there is a price connected with this pmocedure,

even a twofold one. First, the word Otherefore baa become semantically much

more indefinite. What for? us, for r.0, or' 09, for q and r.0, or Osp for

p and q and r'O? (And this might wpt beall. p will be preceded by other

sentenoes, so that, at leasnt from, a purely syntactic point of viewo It is

totally indefinite bow far back one has to go in the list of possible acte-

oedents to in.) Secondly, even if the exat antecedent Is settled. In order

to understand the full content of the argument and to jud~ge Its validity, the

reader (or listener) will have to recall, or re-readg the entecedant (wlhich

so let us speculate, might have been removed into some large~r, more permanqnt

and loes easily accessible storage than the immediate memory It was oocupming

during the syntactic processing), with the result that the overall emonorp of

the 'improvement' is, to sqy the least, very doubtful. There Is at least a

good chancet that the total effort required of the receiver of the Message

will be higher in the case of the "split-up sentence than with regard to the

original sentence, though it might well be easier on the sender, had he wanted

to express himself originally In this less definite way. (I used to teach

geometry in high school and still remember the type of student who, when re-

quired to demonstrate a certain theorem, would ptart rattling, off a list of

con&ruaencea or inequalities, as the oas" might qand flinih with a triumpahant

fTherefore (or, O7ro this it follows that)***** And he was not eve wrong.

Doecase@ from his list, and in accordance with certain theorems already proved,

his conclusion did indeed follqw. hcoept that he left the task of finding out

how, ALggt&1 , the conclusion followed from the promises, to the listener*,
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inludiog myself in that-.aaos and. provided zo. indi4ation of the fact that

he himself knew the details.)

An invebtigstion, rehantiy' begun in Jerusalem, soems to lead to

intoresting reiults as to th6 muItual' relationship. between (somstic)

oquivilinýe among the sentences of a given forel system, the (syntactic)

simplicity of these iontonces aAi the existence of a recursive simplification

fii•tion for this'bystem. The results will be published in a forthcoming

Technical'tRport. Let me only f6ftion here*one of the more significant

roesits. (I hope to nobody's particular surprise.) The existence of a

ayntactia Ci1Aplifioatibn ali sitba is mther the exception, and the proof

of such exi~ttnne, if at all will id general require that the system

fulftll "fairly tough conditions. The details, umfortunately, require a

good knowledge of recursive function theory and shall therefore not be

given ere.



THIRD LBCTUE: LANGUAGE AND SPEECH; TUIORT VS. OBSIRVATION IN LINGUISTICS

As already mentioned in the opening sentence of my first lecture, maey of

us believe that during the last few years we have ained valuable insights into

the relationship between theory and observation in science. I myself have

already tried on a few occasions to apply these insights to certain oontro-

vor*al issues of modern lirngitico [40,41]. I would now like to do the same

with reprd to the central term of linguistics, namely 'lan ,' itself. As

you will soon realize, this methodological point is of vital importance for the

so-called *research methodolv y4 in NT, and insufficient un4orstanding of it

has already caused superfluous controversies.

The term 'lsangusx has, of course, been 'defined' innumerably many time,

but the fact that th*3e definitions are usually mutually inoonsistent, at least

at first eight, has equally often been forgotten and neglected, so that sem-

ingly contradictory statements about 'language' were usually interpreted as

inconsistent statements about the same explicatum (in Carnap's terminology)

rather than consistent statements about different explicata.

You will, for instance, find in the literature that language has often

been treated as a set of sentences (or utteMn•, which two terms will not

be distinguished for the moment). This, of course, is an abstraction from

ordinary usage, and has: been recognised a such. Leaving aside for our pro-

sent purposes the discussion of how good and useful this abstraction is, let

me point out that the characterisation can be understood (and has been under-

stood) in at least the following five senses:

(I) A given set of utterances, such a recorded on a certain tape by so-

and-mo on much-arn-such an ocoasion, or of inscriptions, found on such-and-

such a tablet. Such sets are, of course, finite and meot of them contain

relatively few ambers. They can be, and sometimes are, represented as lists,

under certain transcriptions. As a matter of fact, such sete are only exeep-

tionally called Ilanguages', the more usual torm being 'oorpus.

(2) The set of all utterances (spoken and/or written) made until July

1962, say, by the members of such and such a community during their life-

tine until then. This sot is certainly finite, too, but cannot, in general
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be presented in list form and is rather indefinite, due to the indefiniteness

of the term noimunity and for doemons of other obvious reasons, such as those

centering around idioleote, dialects, bilingualness, not to forget the vague-

ness of 'utterance' itself.

(3) The set of all utterances, Past, present, and future, made by members

of such a oommunity. This set differs from that treated under (2) only in hav-

ing a still greater degree of indeterminacy.

(4) The set of all "peossible utterances of a certain kind. The notion

"possible* occurringin this characterisation is notorious for its complexities

and philosophical perplexities, and I trust I shall be forgiven if I don't go

any deeper into this hornet's nest here. Under most conceptions, this set

will turn out to be infinite.

(5) The set of all -sentences (eill-formed expressions, grammatical

expressions, etc.). (For recent discussions of this and related hierarchies

sen, e.g., Quine (42) and Ziff [43.)

It is true, of course, that (1) is a subset of (2), which again is a

subset of (3), but this is not the crucial point. Kuch more important is

that the term 'utterance' occurring in their characteriaation changes its

meaning in the transition from (3) to (4), become less observational and

more theoretical. At the same tine, there is a change from a concrete, phy-

sical, three- or four-dimensional entity, a stoken," in Peirce's termino-

loea, to an abstraet entity, a "type.6 (When Paul and John say 'I am hungy.,,

we have two members of the not (1), since they uttered two different %utter-

ance-tokens," but only ons member of the set (4), since these tokens are

replicas of the same utteance-type.) The elements of set (5), finally, are

so overtly theoretical that the term 'utterance' seemed definitely inappro-

priato for them, and I had to shift to the teor 'slentencl. Tbewo thens two

terms in ordinary usage, as well as in the usage of most linguists, are al-

most synonymous, I have already suggested once before (41] to distinguish

artificially between them ja technical terms and use 'utterance' for obser-

vational entities and 'sentence' for theoretical ones (with the adjective

'possible' performing as a category-shifting modifier, an extremely important
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in both these mensee, as Is lwqrd' ad msany other terns of this areaa, is,

of 0OUree, one of the major sa~roos of onfusi•on and futle oontz'row rise*

Set (2) and (3) have l litne uistic importanoe. Because of their

Indefiniteness it is difficult to maik interesting statements about them. Sets

(4) and (5) - in all rigor I should have spoken about the AI Mo sets(4
and (5) - are by and laxwe Udeatisal, at least under eewtain plawible intez-

petto of .possi,.. t, qhue q terltI of (4) being what Omp [44]
called %qIad-leholo e." while (5) is preembly characterized in an
overtly and purely sytactAisl fashion.

In msq linguistic cir•les, it has been standard procedure to make believe

that lmniists, in their creeeimal apasity, are dealing with sets of type

(1) (or of types (2) or (3)). ?his fiction gm their emndavor, so they be-
lieved, a closemnee-to-earth, in operatioeal solidity which they were anrious

mot to lose. ZIn fat, they a with hetuy ae n eeption, dealt with sets of

types (4) or (5). A11 the talk about orpoz " mas only lip-ie•rice. Today
we know that no sIsm worth its salt could possibly stick to observation

ezclusively. Whomer Is out to describe and nothing else will not describe

well. Yhaorueaaema eat. Yhou I don't thisk that it is neasai7,

or ee helpful, to say that description already oontalns theoretical

elements - as some reoent ethodologista ae food of stressing - it must

be said that theoraybobla is a diseam, fashionable as it mig"t be. All scise-

tifio statements mt surelsy * comeeted with observations, bet this oomwo-

tion cm, and must, be much se obliqu than q mN ,thodlogical simplicists
believ.

etrming from these smseaUtles to our present problem of the relation

between lanng.es sad apeee - with lI hovering in the back as a kind of prow-

ing s- "- it should be Uperfluous to insist that the proper business of

the theoretical lnalgut is to descrbe not the actmal linuisticbo

of saoe Individual (or of so sn individmls) - this Onatural history stage

being of limited interest only - bet his linauistic jeeMae (or that of a

certain eomnmity of indivtdu s), to use a dichotomy that has recently been
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such stressed by Niller and ChoeWs [35). Now competence is a disposition, per-

hape even a higher-order disposition. To be a competent native speaker of hg-

lish means not just to have perfomied in the past in a certain way, not even

that he will (in all likelihood) perform in a certain way when presented with

certain stimuli, but rather that one VA perform, or would have performei (in

all likelihood), in a certain way, were he to be presented (or had he been pro-

sented) witk oertain stimuli - in addition to many other things. I know per-

fectly well that no competent fnlish speaker will ever in his life be presented

with a certain utterance consisting of a few billion words, say of the fore

'Kennedy is hungry, and Krusohev is thirsty', and De Gaulle is tired, ... , and

Adenauer is old.0, going over the whole present population of the world, but I

know, and everybody else knows perfectly "well, that were such a speaker, con-

trary to fact, to be presented with such an utterance& he would understand it

as a perfect specimen of an English sentence.

There is no mechanical procedure to move freuo moeone's performance to his

competence, just as there is no mechanical procedure to move from any nub.r

of physical observations to a physical theory. But just as this fact doe* not

free the physicist from his professional obligation to develop theories, so

there is nothing to absolve the linguists from presenting theories of ling•is-

tic competence. Testing the validity of these theories will, again as in the

other theoretical sciences, in general proceed not in any straightforward way

but by standard indirect methods. That John is competent to understand a cer-

tain ten-billion-word sentence will not be tested by presenting John with a

token of this sentence, but, as we all know, by entirely different, oblique

methods. For the above sentence, for instance, it would suffice to find out

that John understands such sentences as 'Paul t.o hungry.0 and wDavid is thirsty.*

as well as that he has mastered the rule that whenever a and p are sentences,

a followed by 'and' followed by 0 is a sentence. This latter finding might

not be a very simple one or a very secure one, but we do often claim to have

found out just such things.

One often hears, in certain philosophical circles as well as among people

interested in applied linguistics, statements to the effect that natural lan-
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guages have no gramar. These people are aware of the paradoxical character

of such statements, but nevertheless insist that they are true, and even tri-

vially so. Every grammar, so they say, determines a certain fixed, "static,"

set of sentences. But a natural language is a living affair, "dynamic," con-

stantly in change, and it is utterly impossible that the set of sentences

should coincide with the set of utterances, as it should for an adequate gram-

mar. It should now be obvious where the fallacy lies in this argument: in

the unthinking identification of sentences and utterances, and in the complete

misunderstanding of the relation between theory and observation. It is as if

one wanted to argue that natural gases obey no physical laws, since these

laws apply only to the fictitious "ideal gases.* (Incidentally, such state-

ments have indeed been made by obscurantists at all times.) To understand the

exact relationship between the laws of gases of theoretical physics and the

behavior of real gaes requires a lot of methodological sophistication, and no

leos should be expected for the understanding of the exact relationship between

the grmmatical rules of an artificial language and the utterances made by the

members of the community speaking this language. Any naive identification will

quickly result in paradox, futile discussions, and irrational distrust of theory.

That the question of the adequacy of a given gramar is much more complex

than ordinarily assumed does not mean that this question is a pointless one.

On the contrary, since there exists no simple criterion for deciding which of

two propsed gramars is "better,* more adequate than the other, the problem of

finding An criterion, however partial and indirect, becomes of overwhelming

importance. The fact is, of course, that extremely little is known here be-

yond programatic declarations. We know that Ogrmamaticalm should not be

identified with *oomprehensible," nor is one of these concepts subesmd under

the other, but neither are these two concepts inommensurable. In that con-

nection we have the large complex of questions arising around degrees of

grammaticalness, deviancy, oddness, and anomaly; all of vital importance to

linguists and philosophers alike. Some of you know the valiant beginmings

made toward an investigation of this problem by Chomaky, Ziff (43) and others,

but it will, I hope, not deter you from following in their footsteps, if I
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state, rather dogmatically, that these attempts are woefully inadequate, while

admitting that I have nothing better to offer, for the moment.

An son aa it is understood that ooupetenoe and performance are to be kept

clearly apart, one will no longer be tempted to feel oneself obliged to impose

upon, say, the English language a grammar which will not allow the generation

of sentences of a higher degree of syntactic complexity than some emall nusber,

say 4, aocording to one or the other asaures discussed in the previous loc-

ture. True enough, 'oorrespondin' utterances are not normally found in speeoh

or writing, and if artificially produced will not be grasped unless certain

artificial auxiliary means are invoked. These limitations of human performance

are doubtless of vital importance; have to be clearly stated and investigated;

and should, sooner or later, be backed up by some neuropbysiological theory.

They are of equl Importance for the programming of machines which are charged

with determining the syntactic structure of all sentences of an given text

of a given language. That sentences of a high degme of complexity can be

diregarded for this purpose, because of their extreme rarity or Just plain

non-occurrence, may allow an organization of the computer's working space that

could make all the difference between the economically feasible and the scon-

omically utopian. But in order to do all this, It to by no means necessary to

impose these restrictions on the grmar of Buglish as much. Nothing is gained,

and much is lost. Not only will certain arbitrary-looking restrictions on the

recursive generation rules have to be imposed, thereby increasing the complexity

of the grammar to a degree that can hardly be estimated at present, but this

procedure is self-defeating. It is done in the name of Osticking to the brute

facts," but doing so in such a crude way will force the adherents of this ap-

proach to disregard other brute facts, such as that with the aid of certain

auxiliary means, the syntactic structure of Bnglish word sequences of a de-

gree of syntactic complexity of 5, or of 100 for that matter, will be perfectly

grasped. Since thes word sequences are not English sentences, according to

the grammarians of performance, how cost they are understood and what is the

language they belong to?

This does not mean, of course, that restrictions of performance will not
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reflect themselves in the grammar. I an convinced, e.go, that Professor

Yngve has made a remark full of insight when he noticed and stressed the fact

that by changing its mood from the active to the passive, the syntactic com-

plexity of a given sentence can be reduced. And I have no objection to formu-

lating this insight in the form that there exists a passive in English (and the

same or other devices in other languages) in order to allow, among other things,

the formulation of certain thoughts in sentences of a lower degree of complexity

than would otherwise have been possible. But trying to obliterate the distinc-

tion between competence and performance, to say it for the last time, is only

asign of confusion and will breed further confusion. The sooner we get rid

of these last traces of extreme operationalism, the better for all of us, includ-

ing N? research workers.

In order to describe and explain the facts of speech exhaustively and

revealingly, a full-fledged, formal theory of language is needed, among man

other things. Philosophical prejudice aside, there is no particular merit in

keeping this theory *close to the facts," in assuming that the rules of corres-

pondence which connect the theory (in the narrower sense of the word) with ob-

servation will have a particularly simple form. Experience from other sciences

should have taught us that such an assumption is baseless. Physics, e.g., has

reached its present heights only because the free flight of fancy, *the free

play of ideas,* has not been fettered by a narrow conception of scientific

methodology. True enough, the particular logical status of these rules of cor-

respondence has still not been deeply enough investigated, and I fully under-

stand the attitude of those who, for this reason, regard this whole business

with suspicion, and are afraid that the free flight of fancy will reintroduce

uncontrollable metaphysics into science in general and linguistics in parti-

cular. But I hope that the necessary controls will be developed and better

understood in the future and that in the meantime one will sane somehow.

Occasional netaphysical aberrations are probably less damaging in the long

run than the curtailment of creative scientific imagination.

Let me stress, in this connection, that the extensive use of symbolism

in the formulation of generative grammars has induced many linguists to accuse
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the authors of those formulations of having lost all connection with em-

pirioal science and indulged instead in some mathematical surrogate. I hope

that it is now perfectly clear that this accusation is baseless. A formal

grmmar of English is an AmIEga theory of the Inglish language, and its

symbol-c foxiulation, while it increases its precision and therefore its

testability, by no means turns it into a mathematical theory. Vhon according

to a certain gramar *Sincerity admires John." turns out not to be a (formal)

sntence wherea this very sequence is considered by someone to be an (intui-

tive) sentence, then this gramar is to that degree inadequate to his intui-

tions. It should only be kept in mind that the determination of the intuitive

sentencohood of *Sincerity admires John.* is by no means such a straightfqrward

affair of observation, experimentation and statistics as sowg people believe.

The notion of 'intuitive sentence' is highly theoretical itself (though with-

out the benefit of a complete thoory being formulated to back it up, which

fact is, of course, the whole crux of this peculiar modifier 'intuitive'), and

observations on utterances of people or their roation to utterances alone

will never settle in any clearcut way the question of the sentenoehood of a

particular word sequence. This is as it should be, and only wishful think-

ing and naive methodology sake people believe otherwise. Confirmation and

refutation of linguistic theories, an of theories in any other science, is

not such a simple operation as one is taught to believe in high school. But

the complexity of refutation does not make a linguistic theory empirically

irrefutable and therefore does not turn it into a mathematical theory.



FOURTH LCTURE: WHY MACHINES WON"T LEARN TO TRANSLATE WELL

My arguments against the feasibility of high-quality fully-automatic

translation can be assumed to be well known in this audience. I have gone

through then often enough in lectures and publications. I also have the is-

pression that, after occasionally rather strong initial negative reactions, a

good number of people who have been active in the field of NT for som years

tend more and more to agree with these arguments, though they might prefer a

more restrained formulation. On the other hand, the number of research groups

which have taken up NT as their major field of activity is still on the in-

crease, and by now there is hardly a country left in Europe and North America

which does not feature at least one such group, with Japan, China, India and

a couple of South American countries joining them, for good measure. Though

a certain amount of involvement in NT, and in particular in its theoretical

aspects, is certainly helpful and apt to yield fresh insights into the work-

ings of language, most of the work that is at present going on under the auspi-

coes of NT asoes to me to be a wanton expenditure of research money that could

be put to better use in other fields and, still worse, a deplorable waste of

research potential.

The combined interest in NT is sometimes defended on the grounds that

though it is indeed extremely unlikely that computers working according to rigid

algorithm will ever produce high-quality translations, there still exists a

possibility that computers with considerable learning (Onalf-organisine)

abilities will be able through training and experience to improve their initial

algorithms and thereby constantly improve their output until adequate quality

is achieved. I myself mentioned the possibility in some prior publications

but refrained from evaluating it, at that time regarding such an evaluation

as premature [15,45].

During the last two years, however, while going through the pertinent

literature once more and pondering over the whole issue of artificial intel-

ligence, I came to more radical conclusions which I would like to expose and

defend here. Today, I an convinced that even machines with learning abilities,

as we know them today or foresee them according to known principles, will

not be able to improve by much the quality of the translation output.
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For this purpose, lot us notice once more the obvious prerequisites

for high-quality human translation. The." are at least the following five

of then, though deeper analysis would doubtless reveal more:

(1) competent mastery of the source language,

(2) competent mastery of the tarfet language,

(3) good general background knowledge,

(4) expertness in the field,

and (5) intelligence (know-how).

(I admit, of course, that the last of these prerequisites, intelligence, in

not too well defined or understood, and shall therefore have to uqo it with

a good amount of caution.)

All this was surely common knowledge at all times, and certainly known

to all of us 'machine translations pioneers" a dosen years ago. I know then

that nothing corresponding to items (3) and (4) could be expected of elec-

tronic computers, but thought that (1) and (2) should be within their reach,

and entertained some hopes that by exploiting the redwadanqy of natural lan-

guage texts better than human readers usually do, we should perhaps be in a

position to enable the computers to overcome, at least partly, their lack of

knowledge and understanding. True enough, scientists (and almost everyone

else) write their articles with a reader in mind who, in addition to having

a good command of the language, has a general background knowledge of, say,

oolloge level, has so many years of study behind him in the respective field,

and is intelligent enough to know how to apply these three factors when

called upon to do so. But it could have been, couldn't it, that, pertlaps

inadvertently, they do introduce sufficient formal clues in their publications

to enable a very ingenious team of linguists and programmers to write a

translation program whose output, though produced by the machino without

understanding, would be indistinguishable from a translation done out of

understanding? After all, cases are known of human translations that were

done under similar conditions and were not always recognized as such.

Vell, it could have been so, but it just didn't turn out this way. For

any given source language, there are countless sentences to which a competent



and not fully analysed semantioal fact). That 'sentence' is ordinarily used

in both these senses, as is 'Iwrd. and many other terns of this area, is,

of course, one of the major sourees of confusion and futile controversies.

Sets (2) and (3) have little linguistic importance. Because of their
indefiniteness it 1s difficult to make interesting statements about them. Sets

(4) and (5) - in all Apgor I should have spoken about the .latsa of sets (4)
and (5) - are by and la identical, at least under certain plausible inter-

pretations of 'possible', the Oharmoteristic of (4) being what Carnap [44]

called %qimi-pqcdhologistio,# while (5) in presumably characterised in an

overtly and purely syntactical fashion*

In man l•nuistic circles, it has been standard procedure to make believe

that linguists, in their professional capacity, are dealing with sets of type

(1) (or of types (2) or (3)). This fiction gave their endeavor, so they be-

lieved, a closeness-to-erth, in operational solidity which they were anxious

not to losee. In fact, they all, with hardly an exception, dealt with sets of

type (4) or (5). All the talk about ecorpora" was only lip-service. Today
we know that no soience worth its salt could poesibly stick to observation

exclusively. Vhoever is out to deecribe and nothing else will not describe

well. Theorizaree se eat. Though I don't think that it is necessary,

or even helpful, to say that = description already contains theoretical

elements - as snoe recent methodologists are fond of stressing - it aust

be samid that theorophobia is a di•ease, fashionable as it night be. All scien-

tific statements must surely be connected with observations, but this connec-

tion can, and must, be much moee oblique than many methodological siaplicists

believe.

Returning from these geueralities to our present problem of the relation

between language and speech - with NT hovering in the back as a kind of prov-

in ground - it should be superfluous to insist that the proper business of

the theoretical lingu•st is to describe not the actual linguistic Zuinm
of some individual (or of so mW Individuals) - this 'natural history" stage

being of limited interest only - but his linguistic gUS12M (or that of a

certain community of individutas), to use a dichotomy that has recently been
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much stressed by Miller and Chounky [35?. Now competence is a disposition, per-

haps even a higher-order disposition. To be a competent native speaker of Eng-

lish means not just to have performed in the past in a certain way, not even

that he will (in all likelihood) perform in a certain way when presented with

certain stimuli, but rather that one would perform, or would have perfor*e4 (in

all likelihood), in a certain way, were he to be presented (or had he been pre-

sented) with certain stimuli - in addition to many other things. I know per-

fectly well that no competent English speaker will ever in his life be presented

with a certain utterance consisting of a few billion words, say of the form

"Kennedy is hungry, and Kruschev is thirsty, and De Gaulle is tired, ... , and

Adenauer is old.0, going over the whole present population of the world, but I

know, and everybody else knows perfectly well, that were such a speaker, con-

trary to fact, to be presented with such an utterance, he would understand it

as a perfect specimen of an English sentence.

There is no mechanical procedure to move from someone's performance to his

competence, just as there is no mechanical procedure to move from any number

of physical observations to a physical theory. But just as this fact does not

free the physicist from his professional obligation to develop theories, so

there is nothing to absolve the linguists from presenting theories of linguis-

tic competence. Testing the validity of these theories will, again as in the

other theoretical sciences, in general proceed not in any straightforward way

but by standard indirect methods. That John is competent to understand a cer-

tain ten-billion-word sentence will not be tested by presenting John with a

token of this sentence, but, as we all know, by entirely different, oblique

methods. For the above sentence, for instance, it would suffice to find out

that John understands such sentences as *Paul is hungry.0 and "David is thirsty."

as well as that he has mastered the rule that whenever a and P are sentences,

a followed by 'and' followed by 0 is a sentence. This latter finding might

not be a very simple one or a very secure one, but we do often claim to have

found out just such things.

One often hears, in certain philosophical circles as well as among people

interested in applied linguistics, statements to the effect that natural lan-
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guages have no grammar. These people are aware of the paradoxical character

of such statempnts, but nevertheless insist that they are true, Rnd even tri-

vially so. Every grammar, so they say, determines a certain fixed, "static,"'

set of sentences. But a natural language is a living affair, "dynamic,' con-

stantly in change, and it is utterly impossible that the set of sentences

should coincide with the set of utterances, as it should for an adequate gram-

mar. It should now be obvious where the fallacy lies in this argument: in

the unthinking identification of sentences and utterances, and in the complete

misunderstanding of the relation between theory and observation. It is as if

one wanted to argue that natural gases obey no physical laws, since these

laws apply only to the fictitious *ideal gases." (Incidentally, such state-

ments have indeed been made by obscurantists at all times.) To understand the

exact relationship between the laws of gases of theoretical physics and the

behavior of real gases requires a Lot of methodological sophistication, and no

leos should be expected for the understanding of the exact relationship between

the grammatical rules of an artificial language and the utterances made by the

members of the community speaking this language. Any naive identification will

quickly result in paradox, futile discussions, and irrational distrust of theory.

That the question of the adequacy of a given grammar is much more complex

than ordinarily assumed does not mean that this question is a pointless one.

On the contrary, since there exists no simple criterion for deciding which of

two propsed grammars is "better,* more adequate than the other, the problem of

finding AM criterion, however partial and indirect, becomes of overwhelming

importance. The fact is, of course, that extremely little is known here be-

yond programmatic declarations. We know that "grammatical* should not be

identified with "comprehensible,' nor is one of these concepts subsumed under

the other, but neither are these two concepts incommensurable. In that con-

nection we have the large complex of questions arising around degrees of

grammaticalness, deviancy, oddness, and anomaly; all of vital importance to

linguists and philosophers alike. Some of you know the valiant beginnings

made toward an investigation of this problem by Chomaky, Ziff [43) and others,

but it will, I hope, not deter you from following in their footsteps, if I
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state, rather dognatically, that these attempts are woefully inadequate, while

admitting that I have nothing better to offer, for the moment.

As soon as it is understood that competence and performance are to be kept

clearly apart, one will no longer be tempted to feel oneself obliged to impose

upon, say, the English language a grammar which will not allow the generation

of sentences of a higher degree of syntactic complexity than some small number,

say 4, according to one or the other measures discussed in the previous lec-

ture. True enough, 'correspondine utterances are not normally found in speech

or writing, and if artificially produced will not be grasped unless certain

artificial auxiliary means are invoked. These limitations of human performance

are doubtless of vital importance; have to be clearly stated and investigated;

and should, sooner or later, be backed up by some neurophysiological theory.

They are of equal importance for the programming of machines which are charged

with determining the syntactic structure of all sentences of any given text

of a given language. That sentences of a high degree of complexity can be

disregarded for this purpose, because of their extreme rarity or just plain

non-occurrence, may allow an organization of the computer's working space that

could make all the difference between the economically feasible and the econ-

onically utopian. But in order to do all this, it is by no means necessary to

impose these restrictions on the gramar of English as such. Nothing is gained,

and such is lost. Not only will certain arbitrary-looking restrictions on the

recursive generation rules have to be imposed, thereby increasing the complexity

of the graimar to a degree that can hardly be estimated at present, but this

procedure is self-defeating. It is done in the name of *sticking to the brute

facts," but doing so in such a crude way will force the adherents of this ap-

proach to disregard other brute facts, such as that with the aid of certain

auxiliary means, the syntactic structure of English word sequences of a de-

gree of syntactic complexity of 5, or of 100 for that matter, will be perfectly

grasped. Since these word sequences are not English sentences, according to

the grammarians of performance, how cone they are understood and what is the

language they belong to?

This does not mean, of course, that restrictions of performance will not
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reflect themselves in the graiear. I am convinced, e.g., that Professor

Yngve has made a remark full of insight when he noticed and stressed the fact

that by ohanging its mood from the active to the passive, the syntactic oom-

plexity of a given sentence can be reduced. And I have no objection to formu-

lating this insight in the form that there exists a passive in English (and the

same or other devices in other languages) in order to allow, among other things,

the formulation of certain thoughts in sentences of a lower degree of complexity

than would otherwise have been possible. But trying to obliterate the distinc-

tion between competence and performance, to say it for the last time, is only

a sign of confusion and will breed further confusion. The sooner we get rid

of these last traces of extreme operationalism, the better for all of us, inolud-

ing WD research workers.

In order to describe and explain the facts of speech exhaustively and

revealingly, a full-fledged, formal theory of language is needed, among many

other things. Philosophical prejudice aside, there is no particular merit in

keeping this theory "close to the facts," in assuming that the rules of corres-

pondence which connect the theory (in the narrower sense of the word) with ob-

servation will have a particularly simple form. Experience from other sciences

should have taught us that such an assumption is baseless. Physics, e.g., has

reached its present heights only because the free flight of fancy, Othe free

play of ideas,O has not been fettered by a narrow conception of scientific

methodology. True enough, the particular logical status of these rules of cor-

respondence has still not been deeply enough investigated, and I fully under-

stand the attitude of those who, for this reason, regard this whole business

with suspicion, and are afraid that the free flight of fancy will reintroduce

uncontrollable metaphysics into science in general and linguistics in parti-

cular. But I hope that the necessary controls will be developed and better

understood in the future and that in the meantime one will manage somehow.

Occasional metaphysical aberrations are probably less damaging in the long

run than the curtailment of creative scientific imagination.

Let me stress, in this connection, that the extensive use of symbolism

In the formulation of generative grammars has induced many linguists to accuse



the authors of these formulations of having lost all connection with em-

pirical science and indulged instead in so&e mathematical surrogate. I hope

that it in now perfectly clear that this accusation is baseless. A formal

gramar of English is an en1.ical theory of the English language, and its

symbolic formulation, while it increases its precision and therefore its

testability, by no means turns it into a mathematical theory. When according

to a certain grammar *Sincerity admires John." turns out not to be a (formal)

sentence whereas this very sequence is considered by someone to be an (inti-

tire) sentence, then this gramar is to that degree inadequate to his intui-

tions. It should only be kept in mind that the determination of the intuitive

sentencehood of "Sincerity admires John.* is by no means such a straightforward

affair of observation, experimentation and statistics as sone people believe.

The notion of 'intuitive sentence' is highly theoretical itself (though with-

out the benefit of a complete theory being formulated to back it up, which

fact is, of course, the whole crux of this peculiar modifier 'intuitive'), and

observations on utterances of people or their reaction to utterances alone

will never settle in any clearcut way the question of the sentencehood of a

particular word sequence. This is as it should be, and only wishful think-

ing and naive methodology make people believe otherwise. Confirmation and

refutation of linguistic theories, as of theories in any other science, is

not such a simple operation as one is taught to believe in high school. But

the complexity of refutation does not make a linguistic theory empirically

irrefutable and therefore does not turn it into a mathematical theory.



FOURTH LECTURE: WHY MACHINES WON T LEARN TO TRA1NSLATE WELL

My arguments against the feasibility of high-quality fully-automatic

translation can be assumed to be well known in this audience. I have gone

through them often enough in lectures and publications. I also have the im-

pression that, after occasionally rather strong initial negative reactions, a

good number of people who have been active in the field of MT for some years

tend more and more to agree with these arguments, though they might prefer a

more restrained formulatior. On the other hand, the number of research groups

which have taken up XT as their major field of activity is still on the in-

crease, and by now there is hardly a country left in Europe and North America

which does not feature at least one such group, with Japan, China, India and

a couple of South American countries joining theo, for good measure. Though

a certain amount of involvement in XT, and in particular in its theoretical

aspects, is certainly helpful and apt to yield fresh insights into the work-

ings of language, most of the work that is at present going on under the auspi-

ces of MT seems to me to be a wanton expenditure of research money that could

be put to better use in other fields and, still worse, a deplorable waste of

research potential.

The combined interest in MT is sometimes defended on the grounds that

though it is indeed extremely unlikely that computers working according to rigid

algorithms will ever produce high-quality translations, there still exists a

possibility that computers with considerable learning ("self-org•nzing*)

abilities will be able through training and experience to improve their initial

algorithms and thereby constantly improve their output until adequate quality

is achieved. I myself mentioned the possibility in some prior publications

but refrained from evaluating it, at that time regarding such an evaluation

as premature [15,45).

During the last two years, however, while going through the pertinent

literature once more and pondering over the whole issue of artificial intel-

ligence, I came to more radical conclusions which I would like to expose and

defend here. Today, I am convinced that even machines with learning abilities,

as we know them today or foresee them according to known principles, will

not be able to improve by much the quality of the translation output.



For this purpose, let us notice once more the obvious prerequisites

for high-quality human translation. The.,i are at least the following five

of thea, though deeper analysis would doubtless reveal more:

(1) competent mastery of the source language,

(2) competent mastery of the target language,

(3) good general background knowledge,

(4) expertness in the field,

and (5) intelligence (know-how).

(I admit, of course, that the last of these prerequisites, intelligence, is

not too well defined or understood, and shall therefore have to uqe it with

a good amount of caution.)

All this was surely common knowledge at all times, and certainly known

to all of us "machine translations pioneers" a dozen years ago. I knew then

that nothing corresponding to items (3) and (4) could be expected of elec-

tronic computers, but thought that (1) and (2) should be within their reach,

and entertained some hopes that by exploiting the redundancy of natural lan-

guage texts better than human readers usually do, we should perhaps be In a

position to enable the computers to overcome, at least partly, their lack of

knowledge and understanding. True enough, scientists , (and almost everyone

else) writ* their articles with a reader in mind who, in addition to having

a good command of the language, has a general background knowledge of, say,

college level, has so many years of study behind him in the respective field,

and is intelligent enough to know how to apply these three factors when

called upon to do so. But it could have been, couldn't it, that, perhaps

inadvertently, they do introduce sufficient formal clues in their publications

to enable a very ingenious team of linguists and programmers to write a

translation program whose output, though produced by the machine without

understanding, would be indistinguishable from a translation done out of

understanding? After all, cases are known of human translations that were

done under similar conditions and were not always recognized as such.

Well, it could have been so, but it just didn't turn out this way. For

any given source language, there are countless sentences to which a competent
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human translator will provide in a given target language many, sometimes very

many, distinct renderings which will sometimes differ from each other only by

minor idiosyncrasies, but will at other timen be toto coelo different. The

original sentence will very often be, as the standard expression goes, multi-

ply ambiguous by itself, morphologically, syntactically, and semantically, but

the competent human translator will render it, in its partica•lar context, uni-

quely to the general satisfaction of the human reader. The translator will

resolve these ambiguities out of the last three factors mentioned. Though it

is undoubtedly the case that some reduction of ambigu.ity can be obtained

through better attention to certain formal clues, and though it has turned

out many times that what superficial thinking regarded as definitely requir-

ing understanding could be handled through certain refinements of purely for-

mal methods, it should by now be perfectly clear that there are limits to what

these refinements can achieve, limits that definitely block the way to autono-

mous, high-quality, machine translation.

Could not perhaps computers with learning capacity do the job? Let me

say rather dogmatically that a close study of one of the most publicized schemes

for the mechanization of problem solving and a somewhat less detailed study of

the whole field of Artificial Intelligence, has shown an amount of careless and

irresponsible talk which is nothing short of appalling and sometimes close to

lunatic. There is absolutly nothing in all this talk which shows any promise

to be of real help in mechanizing translation. There is nothing to indicate

how computers could acquire what the famous Swiss linguist de Saussure called,

at the beginning of this century, the faculte de lanAmAu, an ability which is

today innate in every human being, but which took evolution hundreds of mil-

lions of years to develop. Let nobody be deceived by the term "machine lan-

guage" which may be suggestive for other purposes but which has turned out to

be detrimental in the present context. Surely computers can manipulate sym-

bola if given the proper instructions and they do it splendidly, many times

.quicker and safer than humans, but the distance from symbol manipulation to

linguistic understanding is enormous, and loose talk will not diminish it.

Though certain electronic devices (such as perceptrons) have been built
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which can be "trained" to perform certain tasks (such as pattern recogni-

tion) and indeed perform better after training than before, and though compu-

ters have been progratmed to do certain things (such an playing checkers) and

do these things better after a period of learning than before, it would be

disastrous to extrapolate from these primitive exhibitions of artificial intel-

ligence to something like translation. There Just in no serious basis for

such extrapolation. As to checkers, the definition of "legal move" is extreme-

ly simple and is, of course, given the computer in full. After a few years

of work the inventor of the checker playing program [461 succeeded in forma-

lizing a good set of strategies so that the training had nothing more to

achieve than to introduce certain changes in the rank-ordering of these stra-

tegies. There never was any question of training the computer to discover the

rules of checkers, or to expand an incomplete set of rules into a complete

one, or to add new strategies to those given it beforehand. But some people

do talk about letting computers discover rules of gr•mmar or expand an in-

complete set of such rules fed into it, by going over large texts and using

"Induction.* But let me repeat, this talk is quite irresponsible and "induc-

tion " is nothing but a magic word in this connection. All attempts at for-

malizing what they believe to be inductive inference have completely failed,

and inductive inference machines are pipe dreams even more than autonomous

translation machines.

Now children do learn, an we all know, their native language up to an

almost complete mastery of its gramnar by the time they are four or five years

old. But by the time thq reach this age, they have heard (and spoken) surely

no more than a few hundred thousand utterances in their native language (only

a part of which are good textbook specimens of grammatical sentences). If

they succeeded in mastering the grammar, apparently *by induction" from these

utterances, why shouldn't a computer be able to do so? Rven if we add the

fact that these children were also told that so many word sequences were not

grammatical sentences - whatever the form was by which they were given these

pieces of instruction -,could not the same procedure be mirrored for omputers?

Well, the answer to these two questions can be nothing but an uncompromising

No. The childrenare able to perform as splendidly as they do because, in
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addition to the training and learning, their brain is not a tabula rasa general

purpose computer but a computer which, after all those hundreds of thousands

of years of evolution mentioned before, is also special purpose structured in

such a way that it possesses the unique faculte de lanmaAe which makes it so

different from the brain of mice, monkeys, and machines. The fact that we

know close to nothing about this structure does not turn the previous state-

ment into a scholastic truism.

Years of most patient and skillful attempts at teaching monkeys to use

language intelligently succeeded in nothing better than making them use four

single words with understanding, and monkeys' brains are in many respects

vastly superior to those of computers. True enough, computers can do many

things better than monkeys or humans, computing for instance, but then we

know the corresponding algorithms, and know how to feed them into the com-

puter. In some cases we know algorithms which, when fed into the computer,

will enable it to construct for itself computing algorithms out of other

data and instructions that can be fed into it. But nothing of the kind is

known with respect to linguistic abilities. So long as we are unable to

wire or program computers so that their initial state will be similar to

that of a newborn human infant, physically or at least functionally, let's

forget about teaching computers to construct grammars.

Let me now turn to the first two items. What is the outlook for compu-

ters to master a natural language to approximately the same degree as does a

native speaker of such a language? And by *mastering a language* I now mean,

of course, only a mastery of its grammar, i.e. vocabulary, morphology, and

syntax, to the exclusion of its semantics and pragmatics. Until recently,

I think that most of us who dealt with MT at one time or another believed

that not only was this aim attainable, but that it would not be so very dif-

ficult to attain it, for the practical purpose at hand. One realized that

the mechanization of syntactic analysis, based on this mastery, would lead

on occasion to multiple analyses whose final reduction to a unique analysis

would then be relegated to the limbo of semantics, but did not tend to take

this drawback very seriously. It seems that here, too, a more sober appraisal
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of the situation is indicated and already is gaining ground, if I am not

mistaken. More and more people have become convinced that the inadequacies

of present methods of mechanical determination of syntactic structure, in

comparison with what competent and linguistically trained native speakers

are able to do, are not only due to the fact that we don't know as yet

enough about the semantics of our language - though this is surely true

enough - but also to the perhaps not too surprising fact that the grammars

which were in the back of the minds of almost all H'T people were of too

simple a type, namely of the so-called immediate constituent type, though

it is quite amazing to see how many variants of this type came up in this

connection.

Leaving aside the question of the theoretical inadequacy of immediate

constituent grammars for natural languages, the following fact has come to

the fore during the last few years: If one wants to increase the degree of

approximate practical adequacy of such grammars, one has to pay an enormous

price for this, namely a proliferation of rules (partly, but not wholly,

caused by a proliferation of syntactic categories) of truly astronomic

nature. The dialectics of the situation is distressing: the better the

,understanding of linguistic structure, end greater our mastery of the lan-

guage - the larger the set of grammatical rules we need to describe the

language, the heavier the preparatory work of writing the grammar, and the

costlier the machine operations of storing and working with such a grammar.

It is very often said that our present computers are already good enough

for the task of XR and will be more than sufficient in their next generation,

but that the bottleneck lies mostly in our insufficient understanding of the

workings of language. As soon as we know all of it, the problem will be

licked. I shall not discuss here the extremely dubious charao+er of this

"knowing all of it," but only point out that the more we shall know about

linguistic structure, the more complex the description of this structure will

become, so long as we stick to immediate constituent grammars. It is knowm

that in some cases transformational grammars are able to reduce the com-

plexity of the description by orders of magnitude. Whether this holds in
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general remains to be seen, but the time has come for those interested in

the mechanical determination of syntactic stracture,. whether for its own

sake, for MT or for other applications, to get out of the self-imposed

straitjacket of immediate constituent grammars and start working with

more powerful models, such as transformational grammars.

Let me illustrate by just one example: one of the best programs in

existence, on one of the best computers in existence, recently needed 12

minutes (and something like $100 on a commercial basis) to provide an ex-

haustive syntactic analysis of a 35-word sentence [47). I understand that

the program has been improved in the meantime and that the time required

for such an analysis is now closer to one minute. However, the output

of this analysis is multiple, leaving the selection of the single analysis,

which is correct in accordance with context and background, to other parts

of the program or to the human posteditor. But there are other troubles with

using immediate constituent grammars only for NT purposes. In his lecture

to this Institute, Mr. Gross gave an example of a French sentence in the

passive mood which could be translated into English only by ad hoc procedures

so long as its syntactic analysis is made on an immediate constituent basis

only. The translation into English is straightforward as soon as the French

sentence is first detransformed into the active mood. A grammar which is

unable to provide this conversion, besides being scientifically unsatisfactory,

will increase the difficulties of MT.

In the time left to me I would like to return to what is perhaps the

most widespread fallacy connected with NT, the fallacy I call, in variation

of a well known term of Whitehead, The Fallacy of Misplaced Economy. I refer

to the idea that indirect machine translation through an intermediate IAn e

will result in considerable to vast economies over direct translation from

source to target language, on the obvious condition that should MT turn out

to be feasible at all, in some sense or other, many opportunities for simul-

taneous translation from one source language into many target languages (and

vice versa) will arise. I already once before discussed both the attractive-

ness of this idea and the fallaciousness of the reasoning behind it. Let
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m therefore discuss here at some length only what I regard to be the

kernel of the fallacy.

The following argntent has great grJaMai appeal: Assume that we deal
with 10 languages, and that we are interestt;d in translating from each language

into every other, i.e., altogether 90 translation pairs. Assume, for simpli-

city's sake, that each translation algorithm - never mind the quality of the
output - requires 100 man-years. Then the preparation of all the algorithm

will require 9000 man-years. If one now designates one of these languages as
the pivot-language, then only 18 translation pairs will be needed, requiring
1800 man-years of preparation, an enormous saving. True enough, translation

time for any of the remaining 72 language pairs will be approximately doubled,
and the quality of the output will be somewhat reduced, but this would be a

price worth paying. (In general, the argument is presented with some artifi-
cial language serving as the pivot. Though this move changes the appeal of
the argument for the better - since this artificial pivot language is sup-

posed to be equipped with certain magical qualities - as well as for the

worse - since the number of translation algorithm now increases to 20-I don't
think that thereby the substance of the following counterargument is weakened.)
However, in order to counteract even this deterioration, let us double our ef-

fort and spend, say, 200 man-years on the preparation of the algorithms for

translating to and from the pivot language. We would still wind up with no

more than 3600 man-years of work, vs. the 9000 originally needed. Well?

The fallacy, so it seems to me, lies in the followingt the argument would
hold if the preparation of the 90 algorithms were to be done independently and

simultaneously by different people, with nobody learning from the experience

of his co-workers. This is surely a highly unrealistic assumption. If pre-

paring the Russian-to-English and German-to-inglish algorithms were to take

100 man-years each, when done this way, there can be no doubt that preparing
the German-to-nglish algorithm after completion (or even partial completion)

of a successful Russian-to-Inglish algorithm will take much less time, perhaps
half as such. The next pair, say Japanese-to-English, will take still less
time, etc. All these figures being utterly arbitrary, I don't think we should
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go on bothering about the convergence of this series. Though we might still

wind up with a larger time needed for the preparation of the 90 than of the

18 *double precision algorithms, it is doubtful, to say the least, whether

the overall quality/preparation-time/translation-time balance would be in

favor of the pivot language approach.

Add to this the fact that 100 man-years would be enough, by assumption,

to start a working MT outfit along the direct approach, whereas 400 man-years

will be needed even to start translating the first pair along the indirect ap-

proach, and the initial appeal of the intermediate language idea should com-

pletely vanish, when judged from a practical point of view. As to its specu-

lative impact, enough has been said on other occasions.

I think it is my duty to state at the end of this lecture series where

all this leaves us. Autonomous, high-quality machine translation between

natural languages according to rigid algorithms may safely be considered as

dead. Such translation on the basis of learning abilities is still-born.

Though machines could doubtless provide a great variety of aids to human trans-

lation, so far in no case has economic feasihility of any such aid been

proven, though the outlook for the future is not all dark. So much for the

debit side. On of credit side of the past MT efforts stands the enormous

increase of interest which has already begun to pay off not only in an in-

creased understanding of language as such, but also in such applications as

the mechanical translation between programming languages. But this ould

already be a topic for another Institute.
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